Ice Stock
at the Christmas Market in Altes Akh
Usage Rules
To guarantee a maximum of fun on our ice rinks, we kindly ask you to pay attention
to the following rules. Please do only enter the ice rink during opening hours and
after online registration. Children under the age of 6 years may only enter the ice
rink together with a legal guardian.
It is not allowed to:
• smoke
• eat or drink
• bring fragile containers
• sit on the edges of the rink
• throw ice balls
while on the ice rink.

Team game
The most common game is the team competition. Two teams of 4 players each try
to reach the highest score. The goal is to bring the stocks as close as possible to the
target (called „daube“ which is made of rubber) in order to win points.
There are many different possible tactis: you may kick stocks of the other team further away from the target, you may bring one stock of a team member closer to the
target or you may change the place of the target or block the target.
We wish you a lot of fun at our ice stock rinks!
book online
www.weihnachtsdorf.at/eisstockschiessen
or at Hut number 1 in Altes Akh

Instructions
Basic Rules
•

In the team competition, two teams try
to bring their ice stocks as close to the
target as possible.

•

One game consists of 6 rounds. The
teams start the rounds alternatingly – no
matter, which team won the last round.

•

A team normally consists of four players.
It is also possible to have teams of 3, 5 or
6 players. Each player has one shot per
round and tries to shoot the ice stock as
close to the target as possible.

•

•

Only ice stocks that land in the goal area
are taken into account. When each player
has had a go, and the results have been
put down, the round ends.

The team with the highest number of
stock points gets two game points, the
other one none. If both teams have the
same number of stock points, each team
gets one game point. The team with the
highest number of game points wins. If
both teams have the same number of
game points, the team with the better
ratio between their own stock points and
stock points in totals wins.

•

The team, whose ice stock is closest to
the target, gets 3 points. For every other
stock closer to the target than the stocks
of the other team, the winning team gets
2 points.

•

If the target lands outside of the target area or stops at the narrower side,
it has to be put back onto the cross in
the middle. If all stocks land outside the
target area because one player tried, the
team of this player is next.
Stock that leave the target area completely will not be taken into account.

The Game
•

One team starts by trying to shoot one
stock into the target area.

•

•

Then the other team shoots until one of
the stocks lands in pole position.

The time you will need

•

New stocks may move stocks that are already in the target area. If one stock lands
outside of the target area it will be taken
out of the game.

One game with 6 rounds:
• 2 teams with 3 players 20 min. approx.
• 2 teams with 4 players 30 min. approx.
• 2 teams with 5 players 40 min. approx.
• 2 teams with 6 players 50 min. approx.

•

Once one team has played all their stocks,
it is the turn of the other team.

•

Once both teams have played all their
stocks, the round is finished. The team
with the stock closest to the target gets
stock points. (See basics)

•

If the team with the stock closest to the
target lands other stocks outside of the
target area (because the other team has
no stocks left to play), points will be deducted as follows: minus 3 points for the
first one, minus 2 points for each other
stock not landed in the target area.

